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Sidney Myttonwatson

This is my testimony and written as my affidavit to show how  used
manipulative strategies to deceive us throughout the events prior to our eviction from our
property at .

Throughout the extraordinary events prior to the eviction order being carried out in March
2013, my family , sons were prevented from purchasing the property by .

Any attempts that we tried to contact  were intercepted by 
. The phone lines had been linked directly to the .

No matter what attempts we made to negotiate with the , we seemed to always
end up with a  who said that he was the bookkeeper to our BANK
ACCOUNT. I had never heard of him. He gave an affidavit stating this to the
MAGISTRATE, . As our matter progressed from the Supreme Court, to the
High Court we saw  for the first time, but we discovered that he was not
an employee of  but was a lawyer for . He, , always
answered the phone calls that we made to speak to the , He announced that he was as
an employee of the . And this was also made in an affidavit to us in the Supreme
Court. He answered every telephone attempt that we made and blocked every manner of
ours to negotiate every manner in which we were trying to assist our sons to purchase
the property.

 had done ‘preliminary’ ‘investigation’ into our sons and had threats against them to
make sure that they would not get the property. This was indicated to them via the
telephone..

This was the same for another couple whom we were ‘blindly’ helping along with our own
court nightmare.

We gradually met hundreds of People losing their homes under very similar
circumstances and in total silence to the public.

We couldn’t get any interest from the media, or the public themselves. It was only
Facebook that gave us support to talk to hundreds of people around the country

We gradually met the  players in the Final acts of the HIGH COURT. In which the
entire cast were presnt. But memory tells me that  seemingly quite
popular and friendly with  In the Supreme court. Some flirtatious comments
were made by  to  which was unnerving for us waitng in the seats for our
‘turn’. Believe played a major role in the denial of access to the Mediation which
we turned up to, ON TIME, but the  had cancelled the mediation
process which we had wanted to find out what was going was going on with our matter.

 

We sought out a magistrate who gave us a signed document to say that she had witnessed
our attendance but non attendance of the . She then said that  had
cancelled the appointment for the mediation, we said that we had never received any
notice of such cancellation. Which was not a surprise for me when I discovered that we
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had not received over 9 affidavits which  were legally bound to send to us
immediately upon filing the affidavits.

Upon discovery of the missing Affidavits, we brought this matter before Judge Murphy at
our next sitting . Judge Murphy challenged  why didn’t you send these affidavits?

The response that  gave floored us. “It is the way we do such things at
.”

To which  responded, “WELL NOT IN MY COURT. “

WE thought that we had finally given our death blow, but Murphy never put any words to
effect a punishment for the denial of our Free right to a fair trial. WE knew that we were
being or had been set up and had no power to fight back.

All of these documents are retrevable but are in locked storage at this present time.

I am recording this from my memory which has had a very heavy bashing over the past
five years due to Years of hospitalisation due to the shock which we have endured. I have
more to be released in my book which is expected to be released in the next few months. I
believe that if anyone can do anything to help get the truth out into the public eye, prayer
and protection is very much needed. Transcripts were altered when we paid for them and
we were shocked to find that nothing was as it was in the court. Very OPPOSITE.But
when my huband was only weeks away from having a cerebral haemorrhage, the court
continually harped on about his wallking out on  uttering "this is a
kangaroo court!" STILL Sitting on his good character record. I am damn proud of what he
said. no need to correct anything. The TRUTH STILL STANDS!

 

 




